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Personal finance foundations: High School Edition for Homes school is a proven home-schooling curriculum for grades 9 through 12, used by more than 30,000 families across the country. Home schooling is a big commitment, but you make a big investment in your children's lives. And when it comes to
teaching personal finance principles, we are here to help. Personal finance foundations: High School Edition for Homeschool is designed as the perfect curriculum that saves time and gives you everything you need for a dynamic learning experience. The curriculum includes student text, teacher
resources and lessons provided by the foundation team via video. Our team works as financial experts, so you don't have to be, giving you time to focus on your students. In addition, the curriculum includes more than thirty-five activities focusing on providing personal financial knowledge and life skills for
a student-centred, knowledge-based learning approach. Our blended learning website, the company's website, foundationsU.com. The Foundations series currently includes editions for both upper secondary and secondary school levels. High school weight can be used either as a separate curriculum or
as a deeper dive into financial literacy from foundations for personal funding: Middle School Edition for Homeschool. Java games: Memory cards, matching, focus and word search. Dave Ramsey - Foundations for Personal Finance 2. edition AB Long-term investments, properly diversified, include the
following investment funds:Growth, growth and income, international, aggressive growth Which of the following is a good investment option? Investment funds Define diversification The practice where a person invests the money they invest among several different types of investments in order to reduce
risk Determine investing In order to set aside money to increase wealth over time to long-term financial goals, such as retirement Define InvestmentAccount or an arrangement where a person invests their money in long-term growth; the money invested should not be used for the proposed minimum of
five years The True/False Money market is good for your emergency fund due to their liquidity and stability. True True/False War Bonds are designed to fund war-time military operations. Most recently, the United States issued war bonds during the Vietnam War. False True/False A duly diversified
investment fund portfolio causes all investment assets to be located in only one of the four different financial asset classes. False true/false one-way stocks and investment funds carry the same risk. Misconfixion: Liquidity Asset quality process that allows it to be quickly converted into cash without losing
value; Money Define: PortfolioA list of your investments True/Untrue You can start investing Amount. True True/False Good investment portfolios are very complex. False True/False You should start investing as soon as your university education is funded. True True/False If you leave a job and have
money stored in your employer's retirement plan, always wrap the money in the IRA using a direct twist that allows you to avoid taxes and penalties. Specify the true definition of the uncertainty risk of the asset's return; In business, probability of loss or reduced profit Define: Risk-income ratio Ratio of
significant remuneration compared to risk Amount Define: Shareholding in a limited liability company in a company, mutual fund or other investment Define: SharesSecurities representing co-ownership or equity in the company Define: Tax-represented dollar:Invested money, either tax-exempt or tax-free
True or Untrue: If you are in financial difficulty, your borrowing plan against your pension is a good option. False True or False: Saving and investing has nothing to do with the amount of money. True True or False: The liquid the investment, the more returnsFalse True or False: The fewer liquid
investments, the less returnsFalse True or False: The more liquid the investment, the less returnsTrue The reason people need to save and invest is:Let their money make money Company Xs' board has decided to give some of its results to its shareholders. If you own shares in Company X, you can
expect to receive (n):D only savings accounts and money market accounts fit the most appropriate:Emergency funds and short-term goals The benefit of diversifying your investments is:Lower risk Ensuring that some of your retirement savings are not subject to income tax upon withdrawal, you
participate:Roth IRA A young investor willing to take a reasonable risk above average would be most interested:Mutual funds In some cases, employers will respond to employee contributions, but you should fund your plans regardless of whether your business matches or not. This statement refers to:401
(K) The retirement plan can be found in nonprofit organizations such as churches, hospitals and schools403 (B) When buying and selling investments, you should not:Change your investment strategy often based on market conditions True or False: Terms and conditions of the bull market and bear
market describe upward and downward market trendsTrue True or False: Stock markets are a common term that covers securities trading. True or false: The Dow Jones industrial average is one measure of the stock market. True True or False: Founded in 1792, the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) is
the smallest organized stock exchange in the United StatesFalse What is employee benefit packages? Non-wage compensation for work package to employees in addition to normal wages or salaries Savings account sold by insurance company, payment of fees to the holder at certain intervals, usually
after retirementAnnuity Choose One: Quality of an asset that allows it to be quickly converted into cash without loss of value; availability of money (risk, liquidity)Liquidity Select one: Ratio of a significant reward in relation to the amount of risk (risk-return ratio, investment strategy)Risk return ratio Select
one: List of your investments (bank statement, Portfolio)Portfolio Select one: Shareholding in a company, investment fund or other investment (401k, share)Share select one: Securities representing part of ownership or equity in the company (shares, bonds)Shares Select one: Money invested in either tax
holding or tax-exempt pension plan (tax-advantaged dollars, dividends)Tax – popular dollars Select one : Federal Reserve Securities Exchange Commission)Security Exchange Commission Choose One: Federal Agency responsible for collecting taxes and interpreting and implementing the Internal
Revenue Service, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)Internal Revenue Service Choose One: Distribution of the government-decided portion of the company's revenue to shareholder class (interest, dividend)Dividends Choose one: Savings plan maintained by the state or educational institution
designed to help families set aside funds for future college costs (529 plan , Guaranteed Investment Agreement)529 Plan Explain why you should never invest borrowed money When using You should never borrow money. Borrowing money to invest is a particularly bad thing because it increases the risk
of an investment and if you lose the money, you'll still be left with payments for it. Explain the risk-return ratio Investors use the risk-return ratio to compare the expected returns on investment with the amount of risk they take to generate returns Why do individual stocks bear a high risk? Why are there
fewer risks to investment funds? If you buy one share, your investment will not diversify. Investing in investment funds ensures diversification and thus reduces risk What is the rule in Article 72? How do you calculate it? Rule 72 of the Rules of Procedure is a quick way of calculating how long it will take to
double the amount of money. Share at 72 expected interest rates to determine how many years your money doubles Is real estate a liquid investment? Explain answer.No. Real estate is the least liquid consumer investment. Selling real estate takes time and taking into account the current market, making
it difficult to assess the investment problem Explain how the combined rate worksCompensation rates are interest paid on previously served interest rates; It allows your investment to grow faster to sum up the wise the strategy has a diversified portfolio, never invest with borrowed money, never invest
solely in tax savings, develop a strategy based on your investment goals and stick to it, keep it simple, choose an investment broker with the heart of a teacher, learn different types of investments and understand basic investment strategies, never invest in something you don't understand, don't fall for
rich high-speed systems , invest only when you have a college education-funded bond B, chpt 8.42 8.42
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